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to enter anchor point mode, click on the anchor point by clicking and
holding down the left mouse button. drag your mouse across the
screen, and when you see the mouse cross the path line(s) of the path,
you can simply release the mouse button to place the anchor point onto
your path. click to release the anchor point. this will create a new curve
of path between that anchor point and the anchor point. you can keep
creating new curves this way by repeatedly selecting the anchor point
and dragging across the path. you can also keep adding new anchor
points onto any existing curve or path by holding down alt / option as
you drag the anchor point onto the path. when you reach an area of a
segment you would like to leave unaltered, you can click to modify that
path segment. to un-click the path segment, select it with the pen tool
and drag it to the left or to the right. you can also delete a path
segment by simply clicking on it with the pen tool and dragging to the
left or to the right. the same holds true for your anchor points if you
would like to delete one. simply click on an anchor point with the pen
tool, drag to the left or to the right and release. if you want to move an
anchor point, just click on it with the pen tool, drag to the left or to the
right, then release. when youre done modifying your paths and anchor
points, you can turn your attention to setting the anchor points layer
parameters. in figure4-17 we can set up the anchor points layer so that
it can be oriented either horizontally or vertically. you can also modify
the anchor point layer default settings in the anchor point properties. for
example, we can set the anchor point layer to match the fill layer. if you
select the anchor points layer, you will see different settings for the
anchor points layer and the fill layer. in figure4-18 you can select the
anchor point layer and click the toggle to open the third panel. if you
dont have the third panel open, you can also go to the layers panel and
click the third panel on the anchor points layer. you can then re-set the
direction the anchor points layer is oriented by clicking the orient to
switch.
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4. next, letd create a new curve in the opposite direction to our existing
path. as before, select the rectangle tool, hold down alt / option + click
to start the path, drag downwards, and release. then, click once to add

an anchor point. we can create another path connecting to this new
anchor point. you can also reset the anchor point by dragging the

anchor point below the path. 4. now, if we let the animator create a
curve as ive done, we are still constrained to drawing a line with the pen

tool. to avoid this, we need to add an extra anchor point and let the
animator create a curve for us. this is simply copying our last created
anchor point to create a new anchor point. youll see an arrow toggle
button to the left of the anchor point and curve fields. if you click this
button, its like selecting the last anchor point option, but also copying

the anchor point to the new curve. with the basic 2d shapes completed,
we now need to make them 3d, which is done using the 3d linetype. to

change the linetype in after effects, select either the linear or the
séléctionneur. when you click the linetype menu, youll see all the
different linetypes and their attributes. the linetype which you can

double-click on is the séléctionneur. the séléctionneur is essentially a
straight-edge that can be stretched to make a path. after effects cs4
added functionality and a new way of positioning track mattes. the

default track mattes are now visible in the track matte drop-down menu
located in the composition panel. this allows you to customize your

track matte even more. however, it wont work if youre using an external
track matte. for that, you need to create a setting in the track matte

and then assign it. 5ec8ef588b
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